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The negative effect of corona virus on the educational sector in Nigeria is a pointer on what Nigeria 

has to do in order to forestall a repeat process in case there is another pandemic in the future. 
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Introduction. Just to start we have to say what phrasal verbs are. According to the 

Cambridge Dictionary: “A phrasal verb is a verb that is made up of a main verb together with an 

adverb or a preposition, or both. Typically, their meaning is not obvious from the meanings of the 

individual words themselves. There are thousands of phrasal verbs, occurring frequently in English 

language. It is estimated that there are at least twenty-five thousand phrasal verbs in the English 

language.”  

Aim. To provide the review of the educational materials in order to analyze the most 

common phrasal verbs in English.  

Materials and methods. The analysis of educational materials and modern phraseological 

dictionaries in the target field.  

Results and discussion. It is essential to emphasize the fact that there are a lot of different 

phrasal verbs in English and they are essential to get the message across. As far as everyone knows, 

phrasal verbs are phrases that indicate actions. They are generally used in spoken English and 

informal texts.  

While working on this article, we have come across phrasal verbs that have connection to 

illnesses, health, lifestyle, sleeping, eating, appearance and feelings. There are a lot of phrasal verbs 

in English relating to the idea of sleep and feeling tired. For example, “drop off” and “nod off” are 

both informal and both mean “fall asleep”, but “nod off” is used particularly about situations when 

you did not intend to fall asleep. 

Concerning the fact that phrasal verbs are often used in English, they are of great 

importance. Therefore, we have decided to prepare a list of top fifteen useful health and medical 

phrasal verbs in English with their translations and examples. The obtained results of the studying 

topic are shown in Table 1. 

Conclusions. To sum up, we have to say that in English, a phrasal verb is a phrase such as 

turn down or ran into which combines two or three words from different grammatical categories: a 

verb and a particle and/or a preposition together form a single semantic unit. The meaning of many 

phrases can be understood intuitively. Phrasal verbs make speeches sound natural. Almost all 

phrasal verbs in English are used in songs. At the end, I would like to say that the phrasal verbs are 

gaining new momentum in speech every day. Their use becomes increasingly necessary, and the 

person who can grammatically select words and phrases in sentences, will always speak correctly 

and eloquently. 
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Table 1  

The fifteen most commonly used medical and health phrasal verbs 

 

PHRASAL VERBS TRANSLATION EXAMPLES 

to cut out вирізати, видалити 
«This guy is sick, he needs to cut out the 

tumor.» 

to shake off позбутися 
«Shake off the smoking habit because it 

hurts you.» 

to pass out знепритомніти «I thought I was going to pass out.» 

to come round 
повернутися у 

свідомість 

«They gave him medicine and a sip of 

cool water and he came round.» 

to clog up закупорюватись 
«I don't want you to clog up your arteries, 

so please stop eating so much sweet.» 

to pull through вижити, викарабкатися 
«He managed to pull through. Thanks to 

the doctors and the support of the family.» 

to wear off закінчуватися 
«Once administered, it takes hours for the 

medication to wear off.» 

to swell up напухати, роздуватися 
«I had this ringing in my ears when 

suddenly my tongue started to swell up.» 

to go round розповсюджуватися 
«Every microbe and bacillus has a 

different way to kill us and go round.» 

to keel over відключитися, впасти 

«Looks like you're going to keel over. 

You need to take care of yourself and go 

on vacation.» 

to throw up нудити 
«Go to the bathroom if you have to throw 

up.» 

to fight off боротися 
«My immune system is too weak to fight 

off my smile muscles.» 

to dose up дозування 
«And I want to up the dose of Risperdal 

from eight to ten milligrams, okay?» 

to come out in знімати (шви) 
«Stitches should be ready to come out in a 

few days.» 

to cut down скоротити потребу 
«You need to cut down on the gadgets, 

they’re so damaging to your eyesight.» 
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Актуальність. Формування психіатрії як самостійної науки відбулося лише два 

століття тому, але вік терміноелементів, що використовуються для утворення термінів цієї 

https://context.reverso.net/перевод/английский-русский/Every+microbe+and

